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others: when you made the piano, not the violin, became a tool of choice for ballet classes? No sooner did I write a post than I found in an educational article by Galina Bezuglaya, author of probably two of the most comprehensive books playing ballet. I just ordered a book for 2017, but it seems that the
article is probably one of the sections. I moved sections of violins and pianos from the Karsavina post here and expanded it with new things from bezuglaya article. The transition from violin to piano What began with this deviation was that a few weeks ago, I read carol lee ballet of Western culture that in
the 1910s, the French were surprised that Cecchetti performed his classes in ballet russe with a pianist, which Lee said became standard practice in Russia at this time: In Russia violin de poche, which was given a musical rhythm dance practice from the eighteenth century, was postponed in 1883.
When one of Petipa's assistants, Alexei Bogdanov, was transferred to Moscow to head the Bolshoi Ballet. In order to renew the troupe, Bogdanov introduced several reforms, one of which was that all classes should have piano music, as all rehearsals were performed in the piano accompaniment. Lee
says that this practice was later introduced to classes at Imperial companies, followed by schools. Its source of this claim, which I have never seen anywhere else, is a conversation with a certain Erkki Tan. Interesting, but I find it quite hard to believe. In his conference document on the transition from
violin to piano Moving to a conference in Roehampton in 2005, Kyoko Murakami quotes Joan Lawson as saying that it was Gorsky who lifted the violin from a Moscow school when he took over it in 1915. I remember years of reading the title of ballet and the year at the Paris Opera, where the piano was
first used in rehearsals rather than repétiteur to score two violins. I could never remember the details, except that it was at the end of the 19th century. So if this report was true, why were the French surprised to see cecchetti using a class piano? I began to wonder whether dance classes of violin were
something that hung on longer in theaters and vocational schools than it did every day in dance schools, as now, it's a professional school and company that still uses piano, and most of the world uses music. By the end of the 19th century, the world was awash with pianos and pianists, all of whom
needed to be a little utilized. Whether or not they really were better for teaching ballet is a task for who knows. As Ronnie Hynd wrote back in 1961, in an amazing article about dance and music, if it's Tchaikovsky and his predecessors, you barely need a pianist at all: Many role-playing teachings can be
done to sing approximations of music. Perhaps the detail of Nicholas Legato's memoir, documenting the time when he began taking over Christian Johannson's classes gives a clue: He used me as his assistant and delegated the job to me long before he retired. From it I acquired the very essence of my
school, and found myself imitating many of his manners, even for my instruction to violin preference rather than piano. The introduction to the book records Legat as playing tunes in a class piano or violin, which made me think that perhaps the use of one or another elsewhere in schools depended on the
teacher, their playing ability, preference and habit. Reading about the respect that the dancers had toward Johannson, it's hard to imagine someone turning out of the facility, taking his violin away, pointing to the corner of the new Steinway and saying, Sorry mate, it's all piano from now on. Bronislava
Nijinska's memoirs give another small clue: to describe the events of 1907, she describes the relationship between her brother Vaslav, and former fellow student Anatole Bourman. They stopped being friends when they were no longer in the same class at school. Recently, however, he took with him
[Bourman] again and asked him to play the piano for his dance lessons. But it was only occasionally when one of his regular accompaniments, Leni Gontcharov on the piano or Kolya Issaev on the violin was not. I'm assuming that it means it's Nijinsky who used Bourman as his classes as
accompaniments rather than others tour, but depending on what it is, clearly as late as 1907, the class can accompany either violin or piano. Nijinska also reports (p. 211) that Kolya Issaev was at rehearsal violins pas de deux of Swan Lake with Anna Pavlova the same year. I wonder if the rehearsal was
with the violin alone, or violin and piano? Are two violins with repétiteur result? These small glances made me realize that I was asking the wrong question (When do ballet teachers stop using violin?). Such changes do not happen overnight, and in a sense they are not as much a change in instruments as
behavioural changes, and you probably need to respond to individual teachers and their practices, not institutional policies. Some time after I wrote this post, I discovered an article about a very early version of music when you were working at the Rowntree chocolate factory in 1905, which opened with
this historical detail: in May 1905, in Rowntree company magazine dedicated to the introduction of half an hour of singing young women covering chocolate in a factory : visitors to morning work were sometimes a little surprised to meet with a violin in the cream room hallway at about 11 a.m. , looking very
superficial and out of place at prose and working day hour. Along with the violin, female employees would sing hymns as they worked.  Perhaps it does not matter to ballet classes in Russia or Paris, but I think it is important that it was a violin, not a piano, that accompanied the singing. He tells me that he
was still out of place in 1905 to lead a music event as a community singing with violin. Given the popularity of the piano at the same time, it gives some chance that there was a period when both violinists and pianists (or teachers who played or both) around the turn of the century were able to accompany
the classes. Galina Bezuglaya to help the most useful index of all this is bezuglaya article, published in the Vaganova Academy Bulletin (see previous post for more on this excellent magazine). The main part of the article is the discussion of the published piano improvisation class: the pedagogical works
of Friedrich Zorn and Nikolai Legat, who supply accompaniment themselves, Sofia Brodskaya's musical Vaganova basics of classical dance, and Maria Pal'tseva's musical Lyubov Yarmolovich's Classical Dance. See Nina Revskaya's online library for these texts more. By the way, Pal'tseva can be seen
in the movie Teatro Street children (see previous post with a link to the corresponding clip). At the beginning of the article, Bezuglaya briefly discusses the transition from violin to piano at imperial theatre schools in St. Petersburg and Moscow. By the end of 2015 In the 19th century, she says, most ballet
teachers usually accompany themselves to the violin-concept of accompanist is something that comes later. But here's a vital detail: the Imperial Theatre Schools Administration made a budget provision for accompanists in all ballet classes, but since teachers had the right to supplement their salary with
a music budget, many of them were more than happy to dispense with the musician [quoted]. So you can imagine that if you could get along yourself with a violin (like Christian Johannson, Platon Karsavin, or Cecchetti, for example), you'll probably do it. Interestingly, Bezuglaya, even with the resources to
be available to her, finds it difficult to pin the exact date when the transition occurred, but based on the published memories of dancers and ballet masters over the appropriate time, she thinks it probably happened gradually, somewhere near the late nineteenth century, the beginning of the 20th century.
Valentin Presnyakov for example remembered having violinist accompaniments in his classes with N. I. Volkov in 1888, but they were soon replaced by pianists. At the Moscow school, one of Gorsky's innovations was to replace violin with a piano class in the 1900's, but there is no sign of the 1915 Joan
Lawson date. If teachers continued to use the violin even after the piano was brought in to replace it, it wasn't just saving money for the musicians, Bezuglaya believes. Teachers of ballroom dance were happy to pay pianists because there was no shortage of printed repertoire for them to play polka,
contredanses, galops and so on. The problem with ballet training and remember, this is the imperial theater we are talking about in school the problem is that it was a private, closed world that pianists knew nothing about, so it wasn't a simple question of pulling pianists out of the street and sitting them
playing. What was needed for ballet classes was not repertoire drawn dancing, but the ability to improvise, but the basic musical style behind the exercise was just determined, given its time structure, rhythm, dynamics, mood and articulation.  Perhaps, Bezuglaya says, violin-playing dance masters were
able to improvise simple tunes suitable for their teaching goals, because that skill was lost through the lack of use by pianists who'd spent too much time trying to become cooked, as much as they couldn't even match the melody on the keyboard. Friedrich Zorn Grammar Dance Art As an example of a
cross between violin and piano towards the end of the 19th century, Bezuglaya draws attention to the difference between the salty grammar dance art versions: the 1887 text illustrated in a single stave, treble clef violin melodies, composed of Zorn, or borrowed from works by Weber, Bellini, Meyerbeer
and Auber, among others. The 1905 American edition, however, has an additional booklet of the same melody arranged for the piano. Throughout the year I had this great edition of the book, I never bothered carefully at this, or asked why it was there, but as Bezuglaya notes, we might ask if it gives a
glimpse of what a ballet master in the late 19th century was able to play classes, or violin or piano. .  Bezuglaya uses various examples of mine below. The illustration here is a supplement of the piano: Zorn's piano version of the music elévations (rises) Chapter marks (§) refers to the corresponding part
of the book (this systematic and orderly numbering and cross-reference method appeals to me very much as someone who had to try to do the same in the curriculum books). Here is a corresponding page (49) with violin examples shown: The original violin version of Zorn's musical tumor, showing
exercises as well. (Zorn, 49 p.) Vaganova and music (ians) One of the most interesting insights is that, according to some of her students, Vaganova was obviously uncompromising in dictating her musical requirements. She wanted an absolute correlation between music and movement, nothing less.
Let's just remember here that there is no such thing as music and movement in the ballet class in the abstract: they are the product of the relationship between the teacher and the pianist, and in the most beautiful way, Bezuglaya suggests that what took place in the choreomusical unity and harmony in
the Vaganova classes was achieved through a certain spring of music and pianist. Bezuglaya notes insightfully that in this regard, some 20th century teachers managed to turn pianists into a great instrument to perform their creative will, which is not uncommon given how dance music is usually
preceeding generations was commissioned in the yard, so to speak, by choreographers. As she points out, during the period of tremendous changes in the dance world in general due to the relationship between dance and music, ballet teachers ran quickly on previous principles. I'm sticking my head
above the parapet here, but I think the same thing is basically true for 100 years. You can walk into many classes today and think you were musical and culturally in mid-19th century Russia, regardless of the changes going on around you. It's a strange coincidence that as I was going through ballet
masters memoirs (like Legat's) scraping off the music data, so to speak, I think someone is doing the same thing. I'm going to do a full report legat, which will mirror and expand some of what Bezuglaya says, but while we're on the subject of music, technology and change, we can just take consider fokine
piano rolls. Fokine and piano rolls It is worth noting that the turn of the century was also made when recordings, pianolas and similar mechanical instruments began to be so common that they found their way into the dance accompaniment, after a long period of pregnancy (the year of the first production
of La Bayadère (1877) is also the date when the first prototypes of the phonograph and player's piano appeared).  Mass production of records became possible in 1902 and in 1903. Aeolian company had a repertoire of 3000 piano rolls and produced 200 new names per month. Lydia Kyasht, Anna
Pavlova and Lydia Lopokova appeared in the Angelus piano advertisement for Theatre Magazine in 1914.  What is remarkable is how our expectations of technology have changed: now we expect loyalty, but in 1914, what ballerinas were recruiting to sell was what Nicholas Seaver calls a new
performance: the user's ability to control nuances of pace and dynamics, with what is charmingly known as a formulaic lever. To some extent, things like varispeed and training apps perform a similar function, but nothing like the flexibility and nuances that a player piano would have had, without a loss of
quality on selection issues. Theatre magazine, Vol 19, 1914, comes from Gladys Crozier notes on Tango's 109 page and how to dance it (1913-can be found here) that it was a rare achievement for pianists to play well in dance these days, and so enthusiastic about the available gramophone records. 
However, she also recommends hiring a pianola (quite clever, not guineas for a month) for similar reasons as mentioned in the Theatre Magazine advertisement: Music by pianola is a great dance tango to, a special advantage lying in the fact that keeping bass notes-so important when playing tango. . is
controlled without the last problems using pianola lever, and due to the elasticity of the instrument, the player can enter its individuality to any extent in the representation of any special tang air. Teaching in New York in the 1920s and 30s, Fokine charged $5 a class, or $20 for half an hour of private
lessons (that's about $75/$300 in today's money), but he didn't spend much of that for musicians: a self-taught musician, a class he usually sings as an accompaniment. Sometimes he would put rolls on the player's piano, which sits in the alcove of the ballroom and sometimes he sat at the piano and
played a phrase always phrase, never out. While we don't mind Fokine and music is a theme that has followed all its own, let's just say that describing him as a self-taught musician is nonsense. His memories are dozens of passages that testify to his musical teaching and literacy. Here it is Life at
imperial ballet school: We were given music lessons twice a week and had the freedom to choose a piano or violin. I took both. I've always been a fanatic about music. . . . I found time to play ballalaika and other instruments in music circles and orchestration, and orchestrate and copy music, and even
perform. I wonder what Fokine had in her piano roll repertoire in New York in the 20s and 30s? (For those who have never seen a player on the piano before, see the clip below). It's such a shame that these details get lost and forgotten because they seemed irrelevant at the time (I think you'd be wanting
to get more out of that class, given how expensive they were, not wondering what the tune was playing). Bezuglaya's work opens up a whole different world of research into music ballet practice, and the Bulletin of the Vaganova Academy is an extraordinary resource that does not have parallels in the UK.
When you start after footnotes, you will find dozens of articles, books, disology and methodological studies related to improvising improvising material of ballet classes (albeit in Russian). At the same time, there is a constant problem, giving examples of how to improvise: they end up getting used to
working themselves. It happened, Bezuglaya says, that Maria Pal'tseva's music included in Yarmolovich's book in 1968, which presented three sample classes designed to illustrate the principles of pianists accompanying classes so they could go and do as well. Instead, they resounded more than three
decades of ballet classes as new pianists to use them as material. Looking at Zorn's book, a variety of possible accompaniments around the beginning of the century, and reading about what was probably quite a minimal accompaniment to Johannson and others in the case, I wonder if the problem is not
that we have become quite obsessed with the idea that music in the classroom should be good quality music in itself when it is improvised; quite re-fix on certain sounds or versions of things. But that's the topic the other day! References {55425:DG8DQMNA},{55425:3X64EJ4E}; {55425:KU2ZCCE5};
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